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Fundamental Components 

l  Confidentiality 
l  concealment/secrecy of information 

−  often achieved using cryptography 

l  Integrity 
l  trustworthiness of data or resources 

−  prevention: deny unauthorized changes 
−  detection: identify whether data has been changed 

l  Availability 
l  ability to use the desired  
information or resource 



Examples 

Alice Bob 

Alice Bob man in the middle 

eavesdropping 

Attack on Confidentiality 

Attack on Confidentiality 
and/or Integrity 



Beyond CIA 

l  Authentication 
l  verification of someone's identity 
l  e.g. using password, priv/pub keys, biometrics 

l  Authorization 
l  checking if user is allowed to perform actions 
l  ACLs are a common authorization mechanism 

l  Non-repudiation 
l  make a communication or transaction 

undeniable  



Security Policies 

l  Definition of security policy 
l  a statement of what is a what is not allowed 
l  partitions the states of a system into secure 

states and non-secure or unauthorized states 
l  Definition of security mechanism 

l  method or procedure to enforce a policy 
 

l  Secure system 
l  a system that starts in a secure state and 

cannot transition to an unauthorized state 



Other Terminology 
l  Threat: possibility of an unauthorized 

attempt to: 
−  access or manipulate information  
−  render a system unreliable or unusable 

l  Vulnerability: known or suspected flaw in 
software or design that exposes to 

−  unauthorized disclosure of info 
−  system intrusion (ability to control system state) 

l  Attack: execution of a plan to carry out a 
threat by exploiting a vulnerability  

l  Intrusion: successful attack 



Research in Computer Security 

l  Most research on computer systems 
focuses on how systems work 
l  features, performance, usability 

 
l  Research on computer systems security 

puts a lot of focus on how systems fail 
l  what are the weaknesses? 
l  how hard is it to exploit the vulnerabilities? 
l  if we cannot compromise/own the system, can we 

render it useless? 
l  develop better defenses! 



Ethical Vulnerability Disclosure 

l  How do we disclose vulnerabilities in a responsible way? 
 

l  Controversial topic... 
l  Security by obscurity (no disclosure) 

l  Delayed disclosure 
l  Full disclosure 

time 

Example Scenario (Delayed Disclosure) 
vulnerab. 

discovered 
POC 

exploit Fix 
POC 

exploit 
patch 

released 
vulerab. 

published 
exploit 

in the wild 
large-scale 

attacks 

window of exposure 



Research Topics 
l  Malware analysis and detection 

l  Botnet detection and measurements 

l  Spam detection 

l  Intrusion detection 

l  Automatic vulnerability discovery and protection 

l  Cloud Security 

l  Web security 

l  VoIP security 

l  Wireless/RFID security 

l  Privacy and anonymity 

l  Usable Security 

l  Physical security 

l  Cryptography 

l  and more...  



Malware 

l  Generic name for malicious software 
l  Viruses 
l  Worms 
l  Trojans 
l  Bots 
l  Spyware 
l  Adware 
l  Scareware 
l  ... 



Drive-by Downloads 

Internet 
LAN 

Compromised 
Website 



Other Infection Vectors 

A friend just 
sent you a birthday gift... 

cake.exe 

Social engineering attacks! 

Direct remote exploits! 

Infected external disk! 



Example of real exploit 
source: websense.com 



The Scareware/FakeAV 
Phenomenon 



How bad is the malware problem? 

Operation Aurora 

source: shadowserver.org Malware Infections 
Malware Infections 

The annual financial loss for US 
organizations amounts to 
hundreds of millions of dollars. 

source: CSI/FBI Computer Crime and Security 
Survey (Dec. 2009) 



AVs are loosing the war 
AV scan Malware 

Benign 
.exe 



The Packing Problem 

l  Hide/obfuscate malware to avoid detection 
 

l  Impede malware reverse engineering and 
analysis 

No AV 
detection 

packing/obfusction 
engine 

Original 
Malware Code 



Sophisticated Packers 



DIY Malware 



Measuring AV accuracy 
Source: Oberheide et al., USENIX Security 2008 



Malware Research 

l  Analysis 
l  Analysis of system and network events 
l  Transparent event monitoring 
l  Universal unpacking 
l  Behavioral clustering and modeling ... 
 

l  Detection 
l  Detecting malicious system events 
l  Detecting malware generated-traffic 
l  Preventing infections (e.g., block drive-by 

downloads) ... 



Botnets 
l  What is a botnet? 

l  group of malware-compromised machines (bots)  
l  can be remotely controlled by an attacker through 

a command and control (C&C) channel 
l  bots respond to the attaker (the botmaster) 

commands in a coordinated way 

Centralized Botnet 

Botmaster 

P2P Botnet 



Typical Botnet Activities 
l  Send spam 
l  Distributed Denial of Service Attacks 
l  Phishing/Scam infrastructure 

l  e.g., building Malicious Fast-Flux Networks 
l  Information stealing 

l  online banking info, identity theft 
l  Scanning/searching for new victims 
l  Massive exploits 

l  e.g., massive SQL injection attacks 

l  Breaking CAPTCHAs 



(in)famous botnets 
l  Zeus/SpyEye 

l  Waledac 

l  Kraken 

l  Bobax 

l  Storm 

l  Mega-D 

l  Torpig/Sinowal 

l  Srizbi 

l  ASProx 

l  Koobface 

l  Confincker 

l  Mariposa 

l  Different botnets are characterized by 
differences in 

l  Number of bots 

l  C&C architecture 

l  Propagation strategy 

l  Kernel/user-level infection 

l  Main malicious activities 

l  Preferred packing algorithms 



Botnet Research 

l  Analysis 
l  C&C protocol reverse engineering 
l  Botnet hijacking/infiltration 
l  Botnet measurements 
l  ... 

l  Detection 
l  netflow-based detection 
l  detection based on message-sending patterns 
l  DNS-based detection 
l  ... 



Spam Detection 

l  SPAM = Unsolicited bulk messages 
l  email spam, blog spam, social network spam 
l  new email spam sent via Gmail/Hotmail... 

l  Detection strategies 
l  content analysis (headers, body, images...) 
l  network-level sender characteristics 

-  e.g., IP reputation, sender behavior... 



Intrusion Detection 
l  Detect attempted and successful attacks 
l  Types of IDS 

l  host-based: monitor system events 
l  network-based: monitor network traffic 
l  signature-based (or misuse-based): rely on attack 

models 
l  anomaly-based: rely on 
a model of normal events 
l  hybrid approaches 
l  IDS vs. IPS 
 



Intrusion Detection 
l  Example of signature-based network intrusion 

detection (www.snort.org) 

 
 
l  Example of anomaly-based network intrusion 

detection system (PAYL) 
 

alert tcp $HOME_NET any -> $EXTERNAL_NET $HTTP_PORTS (msg: "MALWARE";  
flow: to_server,established; content:"POST"; depth: 4; content:"srng/reg.php HTTP";  
within: 50; content:"|0d0a|Host|3a|"; content:"2020search.com"; within: 40;  
content:"IpAddr="; nocase; within: 100; classtype: trojan-activity; sid: 2000934; rev:5; ) 

GET /en/html/foo.php HTTP/1.1 
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 Firefox/1.5.0.11 
Host: www.example.com 
Accept: text/xml,text/html; 
Accept-Language: A{~!b@#9#0)(@>? 
Accept-Encoding: gzip,deflate 
Connection: keep-alive 
Referrer: http://example.com 



Vulnerability 
Discovery and Protection 

l  Automatically finding software bugs 
 

l  Automatic construction of vulnerability signatures 
from exploits 

 

l  Automatically building patches 
 

l  Patch-based exploit construction 
 

l  Improving OS Security (e.g., DEP, ASLR...) 
 

l  Sandboxing/Virtualization 



Web 2.0 Security 

l  Browser architecture/sandboxing 
l  Browser security policies 
l  Secure mashups 
l  Javascript security 

-  static and dynamic analysis of code 
-  e.g., automatic gadget security analysis 



Privacy and Anonymity 
l  Information leakage in online social networks 
l  De-anonymizing public datasets 

-  Netflix, Genomic Data, ... 

l  Attacking the confidentiality of encrypted 
communications 

-  Inferring the language in VoIP conversations 
-  Inferring content from HTTPS communications 

l  Communication (de-)anonymization  
-  Mix networks 
-  Improving/Attacking onion routing (e.g., Tor) 
-  Traffic watermarking  



Other topics 
l  Physical Security 

-  Identifying keystrokes from audio 
-  retrieving encryption keys from memory 
-  seeing what other people are watching using 

reflections 

l  Wireless/Cellular Network Security 
l  RFID Security 
l  VoIP Security 
l  Cryptography/Crypto-analysis 
l  Electronic Voting Systems 
l  ... and many others ... 



How do we choose a good 
research topic? 

 
 



Think! 

l  What topics inspire you? 
l  Read as much as you can about them 
l  Not only academic papers 

l  E.g.: interested in malware? Subscribe to 
malware/security blogs 
-  SANS Internet Storm Center 
-  Microsoft Malware Protection Center 
-  Panda Research Blog 
-  Krebs on Security  
-  etc. 

l  Stay up-to-date with real, current problems 



Leverage you knowledge! 

l  Think about things you are very good at 
l  System programming (C/C++, Assembly)? 
l  System building? 
l  Theory? 
l  Algorithms? 
l  Machine Learning, AI? 
 

l  While reading previous work, think about how 
your skills could help you solve an open problem 



Problems that will likely grow big! 
l  Nobody can predict the future 
l  Look at what other people are working on 

l  see what people at CMU, Berkeley, Stanford, GaTech, 
Wisconsin, UCSB, UIUC, etc., are doing 

l  if a number of people are working in a particular 
(sub-)area, it must be of interested 

l  try to see whether there is any emerging problem, with 
a not too big list of previous works 

l  is there still something we can say about the topic, can 
we explore the problem from a new angle? 

l  Depart from conventional thinking 



Some topics are very hot! 
l  Malware Defense 

l  current solutions are failing 
l  detection is important 
l  defense is even more important! 

l  Web Security 
l  browsers are becoming a platform for applications 
l  they are the most common Internet application 
l  ... and they expose plenty of vulnerabilities! 

l  Cloud computing: is this the future? 
l  security in the cloud 
l  data privacy 


